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Abstract. Calculations reveal a new kind of non-adiabatic funnel that electronically
enhances anti-correlated vibrational wavepackets on the ground state. These
wavepackets replicate all observed 2D signatures of photosynthetic energy transfer,
including one not previously explained.

1 Introduction
Electronic energy transfer in photosynthetic light harvesting antennas is extraordinarily efficient.
Femtosecond 2D spectra have revealed the energy transfer pathways and found quantum coherence
between photosynthetic pigments that persists throughout the energy transfer process (~ps
timescales). However, the energy transfer mechanism and the origin of this coherence have remained
elusive. Several 2D signatures have been attributed to electronic coherence (EC) and oscillatory
electronic state populations (quantum transport, QT) [1-2]. In contrast, others have argued that a ~ps
oscillation lifetime implicates excited state vibrational-electronic wavepackets [3].
We present the first exact non-adiabatic calculations of 2D spectra for a model antenna. In nonadiabatic theory, electronic motion need not instantly follow vibrational motion. For an antenna with
two identical pigments, we find that when the pigment vibrational frequency is approximately
resonant with the energy gap between excitons (electronic states delocalized over the two pigments),
there is a non-adiabatic electronic enhancement of femtosecond impulsive excitation for a special
kind of ground state vibrational wavepacket, in which the intramolecular vibration on the donor
vibrates out of phase with the intramolecular vibration on the acceptor. These non-adiabatically
driven ground state vibrations not only reproduce all observed signatures of EC and QT, but also
explain an observed asymmetry between opposite cross-peak oscillation amplitudes not previously
explained by theory. On the excited electronic state, anti-correlated vibrations drive rapid electronic
energy transfer through a new kind of nested intermolecular funnel, which does not have the wellknown conical topology.

2 Model and Calculation
We use a standard Hamiltonian with identical harmonic intramolecular vibrations, qA and qB, on
pigments A and B. For both pigments, the equilibrium vibrational coordinate increases by d upon
electronic excitation. The antenna protein shifts pigment electronic energies to EA and EB. The two
states with one pigment excited have a coordinate independent coupling J. The delocalized, anticorrelated vibration of the pigment pair, (qA - qB)/21/2, which tunes the electronic energy difference
between pigments, is included when solving for the non-adiabatic vibrational-electronic states. This
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must be repeated for an ensemble with an inhomogeneous distribution of energy gaps, EA-EB.
Correlated vibrations of the pigment pair, (qA + qB)/21/2, are not coupled to the non-adiabatic
dynamics and can be treated analytically. The nonadiabatic 3D nonlinear impulse response is
calculated by a sum over states formula, and multiplied by the analytical 3D response for correlated
vibrations to get the total 3D response. 2D spectra are calculated by a 3DFT algorithm.

3 Results
Fig. 1 shows the electronic potential energy surfaces and levels for the isolated pigments and the
Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic states (which are partially delocalized excitons) as a function of the
anti-correlated vibrational coordinate. The color indicates electronic state character, which of course
does not vary for the isolated pigments, and varies slowly for the adiabatic states. In contrast, the
exact non-adiabatic states (levels not attached to curves) have a mixed electronic character that
varies rapidly with coordinate.

Fig.1. Pigment (dashed), adiabatic (thin solid) and non-adiabatic (thick solid) levels and
electronic character along the anticorrelated vibrational coordinate. The wheel shows how color
maps onto electronic wavefunction character.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Feynman pathways for cross-peaks in the 2D spectrum arising from nonadiabatic excitation of ground state vibrations (Fig. 2) and pure electronic coherence (Fig. 3).
These two cross-peaks have very similar signatures because the frequencies (arrow length) and
transition dipole directions (orange vs. blue arrow color) are all the same.

In Fig. 1, v- is the vibrational quantum number for the anti-correlated vibration. The nonadiabatic mixing of the v-=1 state on A with the v-=0 state on B shown in Fig. 1 means that this
mixed state has strong transitions with ∆v-=0 character to both v-=0 and v-=1 on the ground
electronic state. The 2D spectra for this model have four main peaks: diagonal peaks DP1 at
(|ωΑ|,|ωΑ|) and DP2 at (|ωΒ|,|ωΒ|), plus cross peaks CP12 at (|ωΒ |,|ωΑ|) and CP21 at (|ωΑ|,|ωΒ|). Fig. 2
shows how anti-correlated ground state wavepackets are excited in a 2D experiment and give rise to
strong oscillations of CP12 in a rephasing (R) 2D spectrum (photon echo pulse sequence). The first
and last frequencies on the diagram give the excitation and detection frequencies in the 2D spectrum.
Dipole directions for the 4 transitions are indicated by color (using the color wheel in Fig. 1) and are
identical to those involved in excitation of electronic coherence on the excited state, shown in Fig. 3.
As a result, these ground state vibrational wavepackets naturally reproduce signatures previously
attributed to EC and QT. Figure 4 shows three signatures in rephasing 2D spectra: the 180o phase
relation between CP12 and CP21 (EC); the oscillatory DP in R 2D spectra (QT); and the 90o relative
phase between DP2 and CP12 (QT) are reproduced by anti-correlated ground state vibrations. All
other observed EC/QT signatures are also reproduced by these non-adiabatically excited ground state
vibrations [4].
In the non-adiabatic model, the above specific phase relationships only arise when a pigment
vibration with displacement d≠0 has a frequency near resonance with the excitonic energy gap of the
dimer. The required resonance has been checked by comparing vibrational frequencies in the
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fluorescence spectrum of BChl a (the FMO antenna pigment) to cross-peak oscillation frequencies in
the 2D spectrum of FMO. 7 out of 9 match.

Figs. 4-5. 2D Peak amplitude oscillations in the ground state Rephasing (R, Fig. 4) and NonRephasing (NR, Fig. 5) 2DFT spectra, respectively. The calculations use the small FC
displacements of BChl a monomers in FMO and a typical choice of ∆ = 150 cm-1, and J = 66
cm-1 for FMO, such that the excitonic energy gap is resonant with the vibrational frequency of
200 cm-1. The strong non-adiabatic coupling results in long-lived oscillations at the resonant
vibrational-electronic frequency.

In contrast to EC and QT models, which predict equal amplitude oscillations for CP12 and CP21
in a rephasing 2D spectra, ground state Feynman pathways for CP21 in the non-adiabatic model
involve unfavorable steps with ∆v-=1 and without electronic-vibrational resonance. Fig. 4 shows that
oscillations are ~14x weaker for CP21 than CP12. This asymmetry has been reported for cryptophyte
marine algae antenna PE545 [2]; only oscillations for CP12 have been reported for FMO [1] and the
cryptophyte antenna PC645. The new mechanism predicts other differences with EC/QT and
adiabatic vibration models that are consistent with available data and open to experimental test, such
as the CP12 oscillation amplitude asymmetry between rephasing (R) 2D spectra in Fig. 4 and nonrephasing (NR) 2D spectra in Fig. 5. Interestingly, for the non-adiabatic model, these experimentally
observed signatures are all obscured by excited state coherence as long as it persists.

4 Conclusions
Our results suggest that antenna proteins arrange pigment energies and couplings for excitonic
energy gaps to be in resonance with a particular vibration on a selected pigment. The pigment
vibration must be slightly displaced upon electronic excitation. Through specific resonances with
slightly displaced vibrations, the non-adiabatic coupling between vibrations and electrons generates a
new kind of funnel that lacks the conical topology of molecular conical intersections and funnels, yet
changes the electronic wavefunction within half a vibrational period for all accessible vibrational
coordinates. Such nested intermolecular funnels are unavoidable, dictated by independently
measured parameters, and provide a new mechanism for photosynthetic energy transfer.
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